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GARY REPORT
Urgent Report and Update
Excuse my delay, but after being away in Kenya for eighteen days from May 14 to June
1, and coming back to a two-acre yard to be mowed with big oak trees that suffered severe
limb losses from a heavy wind, it has taken me time to recover.
First, and gratefully, the teachings in Kenya took place with great success. For the first
time, from Nairobi and onward, Caleb had scheduled me to do two teachings a day.
Beginning in Nairobi, the first teaching was the largest with an attendance of almost 1,800
hearers. And as well, from then on we experienced nothing short of pure and sustained
understanding and agreement. One of the unique features of my teachings in Nairobi
was that the second daily teaching was dedicated to pastors who were not necessarily
onboard with the Bride teaching, or were even skeptical. These were meetings with
around forty or fifty men, and were very successful. Without exception, there was a
positive and convincing response thereafter, clarifying what the Bride truly is.
However, the teachings in Mombasa did not work out. The government, which is
primarily Muslim, dragged their heels and we had to move on to our scheduled teachings
in Rongo. Even so, sixty-five faithful brothers from Mombasa chartered a bus to Rongo,
and attended the teaching there, and then attended yet another at the next location.
In Rongo, the first teaching was packed to overflowing with almost 1,000 men only. And
immediately afterwards, that was followed by the ladies, who left very little room for a
small number of men to fill up the difference. And in all of these teachings, the hearers
rejoiced greatly! And I must say, it was a great pleasure for Jim and I to reside in the
Bride home, which is a beautiful and accommodating place.
But, there was no time to delay, and we straightway went to Homa Bay as our temporary
place of residence. From that point we traveled to the areas of Kaloo, Omboo, outer
Homa Bay, and Kisumu, where in each place we held separate morning and afternoon
teachings. Then in Usenge, followed by Sondu, we completed our final two teachings
before Jim and I had to fly back to Nairobi to catch our flight back home. There were in
total twenty teachings in twelve days, and two days of travel. And Caleb estimates the
total attendance was around 14,000. He also reported: “The major problem that Bride is
facing is jealousy from other churches. Christian churches are remaining empty because
Bride is fishing their members out.”
But something else took place that is most interesting and hopeful. Let me explain. Jim
McManus and I stayed in a condominium in Kisumu, and in all of our trips to Kenya, it
had something that no other facility has ever provided—my mother’s womb. Of course
that is a tub in which the water can rise enough to immerse oneself. In fact, it was even
a jacuzzi tub, and most, most welcomed! And as you might know, I call this my mother’s
womb, and it is in fact a place where the Father often speaks to me. And once again that
is what He did.
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Out of the blue, He showed me that we now need to go to India. Of course, only recently,
He showed me the Elijah’s image in that very place—a highly revealing reformation of
the image of Satan in Africa. Click here to read that report. I then called Caleb and asked
them to come early to pick us up for the day, and that they did. I then shared with them
what the Father showed me, not knowing what their response would be, for that meant
a turn towards India. But within a mere few hours, Caleb had made some contacts and
those plans were put into motion. The fact is, when he had cancer, he spent a month or
more in India for treatment, and as a Christian at that time he was successful in bringing
over two hundred to Yahshua. But, now he will return there and bring them even more
timely truth.
Also, he contacted an Indian businessman who was now a Bride brother. That man called
me, saying that they need to get Caleb to India and hold three teachings to reveal the
Bride, preparing the way for me to then go there. Wow, it had been only a few hours
since I had mentioned this, and all of these plans were being made. So, we now look to
the Father. Caleb and Walter are planning to go before me and plant seeds.
These preparations take a bit of time, and may I add as well, much needed finances. So,
in this transition, we look to the Father once again, now to open the door to India. Again,
only recently did the Father show us the truth concerning the image on India—ending
the curse that is seen on Africa. And let us see that this is effected by two brothers who
are willing to go there so as to prepare the way that I may follow. Therefore, I need your
help at this vital time. The brothers are preparing to go, and may we support them with
our finances.
I can tell you, with this change in direction to India, we are in great need of finances. And
let me add, I sincerely need your help now. We had great success in Kenya, and now is
time to advance into India. We have had tremendous success in Kenya, and even all of
Africa, and let us spread it to the world. And let us begin in the country on whose image
is the Elijah—India.
So please, for the sake of all mankind, provide your financial support for these brothers
to go to India and extend the work that Caleb began during his treatment for cancer.
There is another cancer in this world that equally needs to be eradicated, and that is a
cancer on truth and the kingdom. And only the Bride can do this. So, give now to help
these brothers make their way to India. Thank you.
And as an extra treat and all-the-more reason to generously give, click here to watch one
of the teachings I did while in Kenya. I ask you, where else can the full truth regarding
the kingdom be found on the earth? Clearly, it is reserved for the Bride! So, do your part
and send this truth to India.
Blessings,
Gary

